i believe they can FLY!
Technology is such a big part of our
students’ world today. My students
have truly benefited from daily
access to multiple forms of
technology. Their creativity,
productivity and innovation and
collaboration have soared as a result
of this addition to our classroom.

SYNOPSIS
I love teaching my amazing students! Their imaginations know
no limits and they crave information and use their creativity to
innovate and grow in their learning. These students make full
use of any technology made available to them. It had been so
exciting to see them seek information in new ways and have
access to more resources, apps and tools to create
presentations, stories and projects. I believe this has allowed
them to make a real connection to their world. Students have
focused on 4 big ideas throughout the year that are connected
to their learning. This allows them to think bigger, make global
connections and allows them to focus more deeply on concepts.

Our Big Ideas
1st Nine Weeks: How do ideas impact the world
and how does the world shape ideas and
perceptions?
2nd Nine Weeks: When do conflicts lead to
change and why is conflict often need for
change to occur?
3rd Nine Weeks: How does society promote or
deny our opportunities?
4th Nine Weeks: What responsibility do I have
to the world and how can I make a difference in
the world?

i believe they can search…

Click here to see, MEMBEAN an awesome vocabulary building site

i believe they can create…
Kidblog.com

Click on links in blue for awesome apps, programs and resources

i believe they can connect…

A previous grant allowed my classes to connect to the local community by
creating a book of their stories for local Children’s hospitals. This year we will do a global
Philanthropy project – Shoes for Orphan Soles. I am excited for the kids to be able to use
technology to connect to their community and the world.
Link to the Global Classroom Project

With more ipads in our classroom,
i believe my students are leaving their
mark, writing their verses and flying to
new heights!

